# DDLL tips and tricks

## By students for students

### About studying for the exam

It should be said that everyone has different study methods and you should find out what works for you. Things that have worked for others in the past:

- Watch back the recordings of the *lectures*.
- Read through the *book chapters* and summarize them.
- Make the *werkgroep questions*.
- **Practice** old questions and look up answers keys. The exam questions at the UU are less about your own opinion, but focus more on the (case)law
- Thoroughly study the *case law*. Exams tend to focus on this.

### Extra materials

Next to the mandatory materials that the university makes you purchase (which can be found on the course website) there are also other materials that could be of great help!

- You can purchase summaries online that can be of great help. (Ex: *BOEQ, Lawbooks, AthenaStudies, SlimAcadamy*).
- You can find old exam questions and answers via: *studentwiki, joho.org, blackboard (by lecturers)*

### Time management

As the exams both consist of the materials of two courses, it can be helpful to make a schedule on which you plan what you will study and when. Having an overview of this is very highly recommended.

### Study together!

As you have to take the exams during the summer and winter break it can sometimes feel lonely as not many people are going through the same. Therefore studying together with other people that are also preparing can be extra motivating and gezellig :). The most important thing is to remember why you are studying for the exam. Motivation and hard work will pay off!